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Based on several force fields �COMPASS, modified TIP3P and SPC/E� high-density amorphous ice
is simulated by use of isothermal-isobaric molecular dynamics at a pressure of p�0.3 GPa in the
temperature range from 70 to 300 K. Starting at low temperature a large number of heating/cooling
cycles are performed and several characteristic properties �density, total energy, and mobility� are
traced as functions of temperature. While the first cycles are showing irreversible structural
relaxation effects data points from further cycles are reproducible and give clear evidence for the
existence of a glass-to-liquid transition. Although, the observed transition temperatures Tg are
dependent on the actual force field used and slightly dependent on the method adopted the results
indicate that high-density amorphous ices may indeed be low-temperature structural proxies of
ultraviscous high-density liquids. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3224857�

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the rather simple structure of the molecule, wa-
ter exhibits several anomalies and the phase diagram is rather
complex and yet incomplete. Apart from at least 15 �crystal-
line� ice phases1 supercooled water exists in �noncrystalline�
amorphous, i.e., glassy state which in addition is showing
polyamorphism: at least five methods have been used to pro-
duce amorphous ice2,3 which can be categorized into three
distinct structural states, namely, low-density amorphous
�LDA�, high-density amorphous �HDA�, and very high-
density amorphous �VHDA� ice.4,5

LDA ice exhibits a so-called glass-to-liquid transition6 to
a low-density liquid �LDL�, i.e., relaxation dynamics
changes at a certain temperature �Tg�136 K at 1 bar�7 from
the one typical for a glassy solid to the one typical for a
�deeply� supercooled liquid.8 On continued heating LDL
crystallizes at TX�150 K �1 bar�.7 By contrast to melting
the glass-to-liquid transition is not a phase transition in the
strict thermodynamic sense, but is affected by the thermal
history of the glass and on varying heating/cooling rates.

It is still unresolved whether there are also deeply super-
cooled liquids emanating on heating HDA �and also VHDA�.
On the one hand high-pressure dielectric relaxation studies9

and high-pressure vitrification studies10 as well as our own
high-pressure dilatometry studies11 suggest the existence of
the deeply supercooled high-density liquid �HDL�. On the
other hand quasiharmonic lattice dynamics calculations sug-
gest that at T�162 K HDA is produced from hexagonal ice
by a mechanical collapse of water molecules into empty in-
terstitial sites rather than by thermodynamic melting at p
�1 GPa, which calls into question the validity of there be-
ing a thermodynamic connection between the amorphous and
liquid phases of water.12 This process of pressure induced

melting and amorphization of hexagonal ice was shown by
piston-cylinder experiments to change from two-phase equi-
librium melting at T�165 K to a one-phase amorphization
to an unrelaxed phase at T�165 K related to HDA,13 which
was also corroborated from neutron scattering data revealing
the role of phonon softening.14 Furthermore, neutron scatter-
ing and diffraction studies reveal a heterogeneous character
in HDA, while VHDA and LDA appear as homogeneous
structures.15 In this sense HDA could be viewed as nanocrys-
talline material unrelated to a deeply supercooled liquid. This
apparent contradiction in the literature was addressed also by
computer simulations, unfortunately again with contradicting
results. While some simulations interpret VHDA to be the
quenched amorphous ice of HDL �Ref. 16� or infer a region
of highly compressible HDL so that a whole branch of HDA
states is a good candidate to be the quenched amorphous ices
of HDLs,17 others acknowledge the possibility of up to four
amorphous ices thermodynamically connected to up to four
supercooled liquids.18

Computer simulation methods offer highly efficient
routes for the investigation of properties of amorphous
species.19 Many force fields have been employed for simula-
tions of supercooled water and amorphous ices over the past
two decades.17,18,20 By contrast to experiments, at the ultra-
high heating rates employed in molecular dynamics simula-
tions crystallization does not occur and therefore interfere in
the vicinity of Tg. Thus, if a glass-to-liquid transition from
HDA to HDL exists it should be directly reflected in the
simulation, although one cannot expect to obtain a quantita-
tive prediction of the value of Tg as the transition tempera-
tures depend on the force field as well as on the heating/
cooling rate as stated above. Therefore, in the present
investigation isothermal-isobaric molecular dynamics simu-
lations based on several force fields, i.e., COMPASS and
modified versions of the transferable intermolecular potential
TIP3P and the extended simple point charge model SPC/E,
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respectively, are performed on the glass-to-liquid transition.
Starting with an amorphous model system of water at a den-
sity corresponding to HDA at low temperatures several heat-
ing and cooling runs are simulated at a pressure of 0.3 GPa
in order to directly simulate relaxation followed by dilatom-
etry experiments, i.e., the determination of Tg from a kink in
the density versus temperature curve21 as soon as reproduc-
ibility on heating/cooling is attained. In addition, corroborat-
ing information is obtained from enthalpy versus T curves
and the T-dependence of molecular mobility. While some
simulation work has been devoted to studying the glass-to-
liquid transition in LDA,22 we are not aware of any literature
study analyzing the possibility of a glass-to-liquid transition
in HDA or VHDA apart from our preliminary investigation
on this subject.23

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The NPT �constant pressure and temperature� molecular
dynamics simulations were performed by use of Materials
Studio® 4.4 from Accelrys, Inc. with module Amorphous
Cell for the preparation of the systems and module Discover
as molecular dynamics engine using the Andersen
thermostat24 and barostat25 with a time step of 1 fs applying
the Verlet velocity algorithm.26 A cutoff distance of 1.25 nm
with a spline switching function �0.3 nm width� was applied
for the nonbonding interactions making use of charge groups
in order to prevent dipoles from being artificially split when
one of the atoms was inside and another was outside the
atom-based cutoff. Three different force fields have been
used in this investigation:

The �commercial� force field COMPASS �condensed-
phase optimized molecular potentials for atomistic simula-
tion studies� from Accelrys, Inc. is a class-II force field op-
timized for the simulation of condensed phases, see Refs. 27
for parametrization and validation. The water model incor-
porated in COMPASS is a simple three-point model with
atom charges qO=−0.82e and qH=+0.41e, the unperturbed
bond length and bond angle reading as l0=0.0957 nm and
�0=104.52°, respectively. Bond length l and angle � are not
rigid in COMPASS but modeled as sums of harmonic terms
kl,n�l− l0�n and k�,n��−�0�n, respectively, with n=2, 3, 4, fur-
ther including bond-bond and bond-angle cross terms. Force
field parameters were parametrized for simulations close to
ambient temperature-conditions and below.28

More common potentials for water simulations are the
TIP3P �Ref. 29� and SPC/E �Ref. 30� force fields with rigid
bonds and angles �l0=0.095 72 nm, �0=104.52° for TIP3P
and l0=0.1 nm, �0=109.47° for SPC/E�. In the present in-
vestigation flexible molecules TIP3P� and SPC /E� are de-
fined with harmonic bond and angle potentials �quadratic
terms only and no cross terms� using the bond and angle
parameters of TIP3P and SPC/E, respectively, for the unper-
turbed values and the potential function parameters of the
CVFF force field,31 i.e., kl=22.62 kJ nm−2 and k�

=209.2 kJ deg−2 and taking the nonbond parameters �van
der Waals and Coulomb terms� from the original TIP3P and
SPC/E force fields.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Preparation of the initial system

The experimentally3 determined density of HDA at 70 K
and 1 bar is 1.16 g /cm3, while it is expected and even
known from a previous preliminary simulation23 that the
density of HDA at the chosen simulation pressure of 0.3 GPa
is larger ��1.23 g /cm3�. Nevertheless, the initial system has
been prepared at the 1 bar density to avoid to prejudge the
results and to allow the system to find its characteristic den-
sity upon relaxation.

Thus, by use of the Amorphous Cell tool a cubic box
�with periodic boundaries in all directions� with a box length
of �2.98 nm was filled with N=1024 water molecules �force
field COMPASS� followed by a small energy minimization
run to remove energetically unfavorable configurations. Then
the system was relaxed by several heating/cooling cycles as
described in detail in Sec. III B. In Fig. 1 the density versus
temperature profiles are shown. Starting at 70 K the system
was heated to 180 K �circles�, cooled to 70 K �triangles�,
heated to 220 K �inverted triangles�, and cooled to 70 K
�squares�. During this process the density at 70 K increased
to �1.25 g /cm3. The following heating run �diamonds� and
further heating/cooling cycles closely follow the course of
the second cooling run, see Sec. III B.

For the TIP3P� and SPC /E� simulations a relaxed con-
figuration obtained by use of COMPASS was used for ini-
tialization followed by two heating/cooling cycles in the
range from 70 to 90 K to allow the system to rearrange due
to the new parameters.

Although the parameters of the SPC /E� system are quite
different compared to COMPASS the 70 K density stayed
almost the same. In Fig. 2 the density versus temperature
profiles are shown. Heating to 220 K �circles� and cooling to
70 K �triangles� changed the 70 K density to �1.20 g /cm3

and further cycles �black dots� exhibited a nearly linear rela-
tionship between density and temperature. However, upon
heating to 250 K �inverted triangles� the density increased
between 220 and 240 K and after cooling to 70 K �squares�

FIG. 1. Density vs temperature profiles for first heating �circles� and cooling
�triangles�, second heating �inverted triangles� and cooling �squares�, and for
a third heating run �diamonds� using the COMPASS force field. The broken
vertical line indicates Tg obtained from Fig. 3�a�.
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the initial density of �1.25 g /cm3 was restored. The next
heating run �diamonds� and all further cycles between 70 and
260 K exhibited comparable results, see Sec. III B.

The density of the TIP3P� system at 70 K immediately
increased to �1.28 g /cm3 and remained unchanged during
further cycles over the full range of temperatures �70–250
K�. Thus, a diagram of the initial relaxation runs is omitted.

B. Density profiles

In order to allow for relaxation �see Sec. III A� and to
simulate the density � versus temperature T curve �which in
turn yields the basis for the determination of Tg�, the system
was heated in steps of 10 K until a maximum temperature
was reached. Afterward, a cooling process was initiated by
lowering the temperature in steps of 10 K until the lowest
temperature �70 K� was reached. Then, the cycle was started
again. At each temperature a 500 ps run was performed �250
ps for equilibration and 250 ps for data sampling� using the
final configuration of a run as the starting structure for the
next temperature �10 K higher or lower�. A similar tempera-
ture program has been already successfully used in previous
simulations on the glass transition of polymers32 and
carbohydrates.33

It should be noted that the instantaneous pressure pi �cal-
culated by use of the virial theorem� fluctuates by �100%,
i.e., the range of pressures amounts from �0 �actually
slightly negative values� to �0.6 GPa, the average value
slightly decreasing with T. However, restriction to systems
with 0.27� pi /GPa�0.33, thus allowing for 10% deviation
from the target value only, results in average values, which
are identical to those of the whole ensemble within graphical
resolution.

In Fig. 3 these dilatometric simulation curves are shown.
Results of several cycles �5�heating and 5�cooling for
COMPASS and TIP3P�, four full cycles for SPC /E�� are
depicted as black dots, the maximum temperature reading as
220 K for COMPASS, 250 K for TIP3P�, and 260 K for

SPC /E�. The last heating run �indicated by circles� was ex-
tended to 300 K. In addition, two further independent heating
runs up to 300 K are shown as well �triangles�. Close inspec-
tion of Fig. 3�a� �COMPASS force field� and analyzing the
standard deviation �std� of the data points reveals three re-
gions. Up to T=170 K std / �g cm−3� amounts �0.0075, be-
tween 180 and 200 K 0.010–0.012, at 210 K �0.005 and
then steadily decreases to �0.0005 at 300 K. Above and
below the intermediate region with rather large fluctuations
are two sections with linear dependence of density on tem-
perature, the slope at low temperature being smaller than the
slope at high temperatures. The two lines result from fitting a
straight line to data points corresponding to T�160 K and
T�220 K, respectively, and intersect at T�184 K, which
may be interpreted as a glass transition temperature Tg

�184 K for the transition from glassy HDA �at low tem-

FIG. 2. Density vs temperature profiles for first heating �circles� and cooling
�triangles�, several cycles between 70 and 220 K �black dots� followed by
heating up to 250 K �inverted triangles�, and a further cooling/heating cycle
�squares/diamonds� using the SPC /E� force field. The broken vertical line
indicates Tg obtained from Fig. 3�c�.

FIG. 3. Density vs temperature profiles for the �a� COMPASS, �b� TIP3P�,
and �c� SPC /E� force fields. Dots refer to ��a� and �b�� five or �c� four
heating/cooling cycles in the range from 70 to �a� 220 K to �b� 250 K and to
�c� 260 K followed by three independent heating runs up to 300 K �sym-
bols�. Straight lines are obtained by linear regression of data points belong-
ing to T�160 K and T�220 K, respectively. The intersections reading as
�a� 183.9 K, �b� 193.7 K, and �c� 222.8 K represent Tg, indicated by vertical
broken lines.
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peratures� to an ultraviscous liquid HDL �at higher tempera-
tures�. As fluctuations are largest close to Tg, the fluctuating
behavior in the middle region corroborates the existence of a
glass transition and results in an estimate of its width of
about 30 K at the heating/cooling rates employed in the
simulation. For TIP3P� �Fig. 3�b�� the situation is quite simi-
lar with Tg�194 K. For SPC /E� the range of � values at a
given temperature is appreciably broader in the glassy region
than for the other models and the extracted transition is at
still larger temperatures Tg�223 K. Intersection of a line
through data points at the lower �upper� boundary in the
amorphous region with the regression line in the high tem-
perature region appears at T�231 K �T�208 K� again
suggesting a glass transition width of about 20–30 K. The
upper limit 160 K and lower limit 220 K chosen above are
somewhat arbitrary, of course; shifting the limits to 130 and
250 K, respectively, yields estimates for Tg reading as 188 K
�COMPASS�, 197 K �TIP3P��, and 216 K �SPC /E��.

To summarize, although there is no quantitative corre-
spondence all water models provided exhibit a clear-cut glass
transition.

C. Energy and enthalpy

In Fig. 4 the potential energy U and the total energy
�enthalpy� H �both in kilojoule per mole water, where the
latter is calculated from the simulations as the sum of poten-
tial energy, kinetic energy, and pV� are plotted as a function
of temperature. For all three models at a certain temperature
the data points clearly deviate from linearity, which is again
indicative of the glass-to-liquid transition. As a guide to the
eye two curves, a straight line obtained by linear regression
of data points below T=160 K and a polynomial regression
of data points larger than T=220 K, are shown, which fit to
the glassy state data points at temperatures below the inter-
section point and to the liquid state data points at tempera-
tures above. The kink in the H�T� curve appears at the same
temperature as the kink in U�T� and the corresponding tem-
peratures read as �178 K for COMPASS, �190 K for
TIP3P�, and �214 K for SPC /E� in accordance with the
glass transition temperatures obtained from the density pro-
files, see Sec. III B. A method for the determination of Tg is
based on the stepwise increase in the molar heat capacity
cp�T� typically obtained in differential scanning calorimetry
�DSC� experiments.6 As cp is the first derivative of H�T� with
respect to T the kink in H�T� is directly connected with the
change in cp�T� at Tg.

D. Molecular mobility

In addition to the ��T� and H�T� versus T plots, Tg may
also be derived from a change in the molecular mobility, e.g.,
characterized by the diffusion coefficient D. D can be ex-
tracted from a plot of the mean square displacement �msdt�
of oxygen atoms versus time,34,35

msdt = ��ri�t� − ri�0��2� , �1�

ri�t� being the position of the ith oxygen atom at a particular
time t by use of the relationship

D =
1

6
lim
t→�

dmsdt

dt
. �2�

Mean square displacements extracted from NPT trajec-
tories using the Andersen thermostat are not suitable to cal-
culate D via Eq. �2� because this thermostat replaces the
velocity of molecules in certain intervals afresh from the
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution according to the tempera-
ture of the heat bath, thus disturbing the trajectory in a sto-
chastic way. In order to obtain correct diffusion coefficients
short NVE runs or alternatively NVT runs with the Nosé36

instead of the Andersen thermostat could be performed start-
ing from a representative frame with respect to actual density
and pressure. Instead, for all types of ensembles and thermo-
stats, mobility may be assessed directly by mean square dis-
placement, Eq. �1�, although the connection to D is lost.
Thus, in Fig. 5 msd100 values, i.e., mean square displace-
ments achieved after 100 ps, are depicted in a semilogarith-
mic plot against T. For low temperatures msd100 values are

FIG. 4. Total energy �enthalpy� H and potential energy U as a function of
temperature T for the �a� COMPASS, �b� TIP3P�, and �c� SPC /E� force
fields. Symbols as in Fig. 3. Lines are obtained by linear �left� and polyno-
mial �right� regression of data points belonging to T�160 K and T
�220 K, respectively. The intersections reading as �a� 178.0 and 178.2 K,
�b� 189.9 and 190.1 K, and �c� 214.5 and 214.2 K represent Tg, indicated by
vertical broken lines.
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rather small and linearly increase on a logarithmic scale. For
higher temperatures, however, the msd100 values rapidly in-
crease and then level off resulting in S-shaped curves. The
onset of the pronounced increase in mobility may be defined
as deviation from linear T-dependence which in turn is traced
back to the intersection of the limiting tangent at small tem-
peratures and the stationary tangent, reading as �182, �192,
and �219 K for COMPASS, TIP3P�, and SPC /E�. These
values coincide fairly well with the characteristic tempera-
tures obtained from Figs. 3 and 4 and may be regarded as
further independent estimates for the glass transition tem-
perature of high-density water.

E. Radial density profiles

By use of isotope substitution neutron scattering Bowron
and co-workers5,37 studied the structure of various forms of
amorphous ice and calculated radial density profiles �pair
distribution functions� g�r�. A first neighbor coordination

number analysis of the radial density profile of oxygen
gOO�r� showed that LDA is almost perfectly fourfold coordi-
nated in the intermolecular distance range from 0.25 to 0.33
nm. HDA and VHDA were found to be fourfold coordinated
in the range from 0.25 to 0.31 nm. However, between 0.31
and 0.34 nm the coordination number increases to �5 for
HDA and �6 for VHDA but remains close to 4 in case of
LDA. Analysis of the intermolecular oxygen/hydrogen distri-
bution function gOH�r� revealed a four-coordinated hydrogen
bonded network in all cases �two hydrogen bonded hydrogen
atoms in a distance of 0.14–0.24 nm from any oxygen atom�.
These structural differences and similarities should be re-
flected in the simulated data, too.

In Figs. 6 and 7 gOO�r� and gOH�r� are depicted for six
temperatures ranging from 80 to 280 K in steps of 40 K, thus
covering the glassy as well as the �ultraviscous� liquid state.
As a matter of fact the broadness of the peaks increases with
increasing temperature; thus, the curves with the sharpest
first peak refer to the lowest temperature and those with the

FIG. 5. Mean square displacement of oxygen atoms within 100 ps as a
function of temperature T for the �a� COMPASS, �b� TIP3P�, and �c�
SPC /E� force fields. Contrary to Figs. 2 and 3 all data are represented by
dots. The curves are spline functions through average values at each tem-
perature. The intersection of the limiting slope with the stationary tangent
�the point of inflection marked by a square� reading as �a� 182.4, �b� 192.0,
and �c� 219.4 K represent Tg, indicated by vertical broken lines.

FIG. 6. Radial density functions between O atoms for the �a� COMPASS,
�b� TIP3P�, and �c� SPC /E� force fields for T=80 �black�, 120, 160, 200,
240, and 280 K �very light gray�, the intensity of the gray scale decreasing
with increasing temperature. The figures refer to first coordination numbers
N�0.33�, see Eq. �3�.
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broadest one to the highest. Nevertheless, the principal shape
of the curves is retained and the position of the peaks re-
mains nearly unchanged. The first maximum of gOO�r� is
located at �0.27 nm in accordance with the experimental
value. The second peak is at �0.35–0.36� nm for COMPASS
and TIP3P� and at �0.4 nm for SPC /E�. Thus, the location
of the second peak is at considerably lower radial distances
than 0.44 nm reported for LDA giving evidence that the
simulations indeed represent HDA ice.

Comparison of Fig. 6 with Fig. 13 of Ref. 5 reveals that
the maximum of the second peak of SPC /E� model coin-
cides with the HDA peak while the COMPASS and TIP3P�

peak maximum is located between those of VHDA and
HDA. The first maximum of gOH�r�, see Fig. 7, occurs at
�0.175 nm for COMPASS and TIP3P� and at �0.170 nm
for SPC /E�, the second one at ��0.30–0.32� nm, slightly
shifting to higher values with increasing temperature, while
the minimum lying in between occurs at �0.23 nm. All
these features are in good agreement with the experimental
distribution functions given in Fig. 14 of Ref. 5.

Another option to assign the model systems to experi-
mental ice amorphs is given by an analysis of first neighbors.
The number of oxygen and hydrogen neighbors, respectively,
within a distance r from the center of an O atom may be
calculated by

N�r� = 	
0

r

��r� · 4�r2dr = 	
0

r

g�r� · �̄ · 4�r2dr , �3�

with ��r� and �̄ being the distance dependent and average
number density of oxygen and hydrogen, respectively, and
g�r� either gOO�r� or gOH�r�.

The number of nearest �nonbonded� H atoms around O
from 0.14 to 0.24 nm, calculated via Eq. �3�, is 2.0 for all
models in accordance with the experimental result. More in-
teresting is the first neighbor coordination number for oxy-
gen atoms �OO� which significantly differs for LDA, HDA,
and VHDA, as stated above. For temperatures up to 200 K,
integration over the range of the first peak of gOO�r�—the
upper limit of integration being the position of the first mini-
mum, �0.30–0.31� nm—yields a coordination number of
4.00�0.05, i.e., perfect fourfold coordination as found ex-
perimentally. Integration up to 0.33 nm yields �5.00�0.05
for COMPASS and SPC /E� and a slightly larger value of
5.35�0.05 for TIP3P�. For an upper integration limit of 0.34
nm these values increase to 5.55�0.05 and 6.0�0.1, respec-
tively. Thus, all three models under the simulation conditions
chosen represent high-density ices, i.e., COMPASS and
SPC /E� obviously HDA while TIP3P� more likely corre-
sponds to VHDA.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have employed molecular dynamics simulations to
search for the glass-to-liquid transition in HDA ice. At a
pressure of p�0.3 GPa several heating/cooling cycles for
three different model systems �force fields COMPASS,
TIP3P�, and SPC /E�� were performed and density, total en-
ergy, and molecular mobility �simply defined by the mean
square displacement after a certain amount of time� were
analyzed as a function of temperature T. In all cases a glass
transition temperature Tg is observed, its value depending on
the system as well as �slightly� on the method adopted. From
the kink in the density profile we estimate Tg to be �184,
�194, and �223 K �COMPASS, TIP3P� and SPC /E��, the
width of the transition being �20–30 K. Slightly smaller
values are obtained from the temperature dependence of en-
ergies, i.e., �178, �190, and �214 K. Tg values taken from
the onset of pronounced increasing mobility are between
these values, i.e., �182, �192, and �219 K.

It should be noted that COMPASS based simulations23

using a smaller system �512 water molecules� in the tempera-
ture range �70 K, 220 K� resulted in qualitatively similar
profiles, the densities, however, being slightly smaller. In or-
der to check for a systematic dependence of the results on the
system size a preliminary run with 2048 water molecules
was performed in addition. After relaxation two full tempera-
ture cycles yield densities in between those of the systems

FIG. 7. Intermolecular radial density functions between O atoms and H
atoms for the �a� COMPASS, �b� TIP3P�, and �c� SPC /E� force fields for
T=80 �black�, 120, 160, 200, 240, and 280 K �very light gray�, the intensity
of gray scale decreasing with increasing temperature. The figures refer to
first coordination numbers N�0.24�, see Eq. �3�.
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containing 512 and 1024 water molecules, respectively. The
total energy, as well as the potential energy per mole water,
nearly perfectly coincide for all system sizes.

Comparison of radial distribution functions with experi-
mental values determined from neutron diffraction experi-
ments and empirical potential structure refinement5,37 reveals
that the calculations with COMPASS and SPC /E� force
fields under the conditions chosen indeed represent HDA,
while TIP3P� more likely simulates VHDA.

Even though the temperatures obtained from simulations
typically deviate significantly from experimental tempera-
tures, our simulations suggest that HDA �VHDA� ices may
indeed be proxies of ultraviscous HDLs �VHDLs� at low
temperatures.
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